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Abstract. We consider the problem of communication in a general
multi-terminal network where each node of the network is a potential
sender or receiver (or both) but it cannot do both functions together.
The motivation for this assumption comes from the fact that current
radios in sensor nodes operate in TDD mode when the transmitting and
receiving frequencies are the same. We label such a radio as a cheap radio
and the corresponding node of the network as a cheap node.
We derive bounds on the achievable rates in a general multi-terminal
network with finite number of states. The derived bounds coincide with
the known cut-set bound [11] of network information theory if the network has just one state. Also, the bounds trivially hold in the network
with cheap nodes because such a network operates in a finite number of
states when the number of nodes is finite. As an example, application of
these bounds in the multi-hop network and the relay channel with cheap
nodes is presented. In both of these cases, the bounds are tight enough to
provide converses for the coding theorems [16], and thus their respective
capacities are derived.

1

Introduction

Network information theory in general deals with the problem of communication and information transfer between intended subsets of the nodes in a multiterminal network of senders and receivers. Current results in network information
theory are mainly a collection of results for special network topologies or channel models, like: two-way channel, interference channel, multiple access channel,
and broadcast channel, and relay channel. The development of multiple user
information theory started with the definition of various types of multiple user
channels and attempt to find the corresponding capacity regions. Among the
investigated channels there are a few channels for which the exact capacity has
been derived, and usually the capacity is not known in general.
In this introduction we first give a brief history of the known results in
network information theory, which starts with the introduction of various spacial
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multiple user channels. Then, we will consider more general results on the multiterminal network information theory. After that, a short overview of the recent
works on characterizing the capacity of wireless network is given, and finally, we
summarize the results of this paper.
1.1

Known Results in Network Information Theory

The definition of the two-way channel by Shannon in one of his pioneering papers
in 1961 [22] might be considered as the first work on multiple user information
theory. It is quite interesting that in different parts of his paper, Shannon also
considered two other types of multiple user channels that almost a decade later
developed into the multiple access channel and interference channel.
Shannon did not find the capacity result for the general two-way channel
(and it is still not known), but in his paper [22], Shannon informally defined a
channel (which has later been called as multiple access channel) and mentioned
that “a complete and simple solution of the capacity region” for this channel has
been found. He never published this result on the multiple access channel, and
almost a decade later, in 1971, Ahlswede presented a simple characterization of
the multiple access channel [1].
Shannon also considered a ‘restricted’ two-way channel where sender and
receiver points at each end are in different places with no direct cross communication. This channel later defined in terms of two pairs of sender-receiver where
the transmission of information from each sender to its corresponding receiver
interferes with the communications between other sender-receiver pairs [7, 6].
The broadcast channel was also introduced in the same decade. In 1972,
Cover first introduced the broadcast channel which involves sending different
pieces of information from a single source to several destination [9].
The relay channel was first defined and studied by Van der Mullen [19] for
the case of three terminals (or nodes) and later considered by Cover [10]. Cover’s
results on the relay channel are still the most comprehensive in terms of achievability and capacity bounds (converse). Although in the relay problem there is
just one sender and receiver, it is considered in the domain of network information theory due to the presence of relay node (or nodes).
The aforementioned works were first steps in finding better achievable rates
or capacities. Although not many capacity results have been derived, these efforts
usually have resulted in derivation of better achievable rates, consideration of
special cases and special constraint, investigation of the corresponding channel
with continuous alphabet (usually as AWGN channel), and exploration of the
effect of feedback.
1.2

Multi-Terminal Network Information Theory

In the aforementioned multiple user channels and in general in network information theory new elements such as interference, cooperation, and feedback make
the problem of reliable communications more challenging. Due to the difficulty
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of the problem, capacity results are only known for very limited cases with special constraints. In most of the cases where the capacity results are known, they
coincide with the cut-set bound on the achievable rates in a network [11]. The
bounds have nice and simple max-flow min-cut representation: The rate of flow
of information across any boundary is less than or at most equal to the mutual information between the inputs on one side of the boundary (senders’ side)
and the output on the other side (receivers’ side) conditioned on the inputs on
receiver’s side.
The cut-set theorem is one of the most general results in network information
theory. Although the converse (if it exists) to the coding theorem for different
channels has been proved independently, in most of the cases it corresponds
to a simple representation of the cut-set bounds. For example, the capacity
region of multiple access channel is known due to the fact that the discovered
achievable region for this channel is large enough to coincide with the cut-set
bound. Another example is the relay channel for which an achievable rate was
derived by Cover [10]. This achievable rate simply coincides with the cut-set
bound for the degraded relay channel, and so the capacity of degraded relay
channel is known, while the bound of non-degraded relay channel is higher and
is still not shown to be achievable.
On the other hand, there are some cases where an upper bound on the capacity has been derived which is tighter than direct application of the cut-set
theorem. For example, the capacity region of general broadcast channel is still
not known because either the outer bounds are not tight enough or the achievable rate region is not large enough. But recently, the sum capacity of Gaussian
vector broadcast channel (GVBC) has been considered and derived [5, 23, 27, 24],
which is lower than the corresponding suggested cut-set bound on the sum rate.
The outer bound on this sum rate capacity is derived based on the work of Sato
[21] and the achievablility part is based on Costa’s precoding [8] or Marton’s
achievable region for the general broadcast channel [18].
Some recent works on network information theory have considered the problem of multi-casting in the networks which can be regarded as the network information flow. Ahlswede et al. [2, 3] introduced a new class of multiuser source
coding problems inspired by network communications, and proposed the use of
coding in the network for the purpose of multi-casting. This work can be regarded
as the max-flow min-cut theorem for the network information flow. Meanwhile,
this work reveals that in general coding at the nodes (network coding) is required to achieve the best rates and the information should not be treated as
a ‘fluid’ which can simply be routed and replicated at the nodes. Li and Yeung
[17] presented a linear code for multi-casting from a single-source which is an
example of such a network code. Borade applied the cut-set theorem [11] to the
problem of the network information flow and derived an information theoretic
upper bound on the information flow in discrete memoryless networks [4].
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Information Theory of the wireless Networks

Since information theoretic analysis of capacity and achievable rates in the network is complicated, it might not give much intuition on construction and limits
of practical communication systems. Gupta and Kumar presented another look
at the capacity of large networks and characterized the achievable throughput of
the nodes [14]. The assumption of point-to-point coding in their work precludes
any kind of cooperation and network coding which is possible for example in
broadcast or multiple access channels.
New interest in sensor networks and network information theory has sparkled
new research into the relay channel. Subsequent work by Gupta and Kumar [15]
on an extension of the relay channel shows that using more sophisticated multiuser coding schemes can provide sizable gains in terms of transport capacity.
Also a follow-up paper by Xie and Kumar [26] established an explicit achievable rate expression for the degraded Gaussian channel with multiple relays and
characterized the bounds on transport capacity. Reznik et al. [20] considered
Gaussian physically degraded relay channels and extended the results for multiple relay stages with a total average power constraint.
Gasper and Vetterli [12] derived a lower bound on the capacity of the relay
channel by allowing arbitrarily complex network coding. Also, they considered
upper bounds from the cut-set theorem [11] and showed that these upper and
lower bounds meet asymptotically as the number of relay nodes goes to infinity.
This result again shows that network coding is essential.
1.4

In This Paper

As we discussed, there are many new elements in network information theory
and especially sensor networks that should be considered in the communication problem, such as: interference, feedback, and cooperation. Feedback and
cooperation have received most of the attention so far, in order to derive better
achievable rates or increase the network capacity in different scenarios, while
the effect of interference even in the relay case can be quite capacity limiting
and it has not received enough attention. On the other hand another limiting
property is the fact that most of the current radios in sensor nodes operate in
TDD mode when the transmitting and receiving frequencies are the same. Thus,
sensor nodes cannot transmit and receive at the same time, and as a result the
achievable rate in the network is lower.
This practical constraint will force us to use the nodes of the network as
either a sender or receiver at any given time, which can be interpreted as having
more than one mode of operation in the network. Each mode of operation in
the network corresponds to the valid partitioning of the nodes into two disjoint
subsets of sender and receiver nodes such that there is no node in the sender
nodes set which is going to communicate with another node in that subset.
The motivation for the current work comes from the aforementioned practical
constraint. We consider a more general case of the problem where the network
has a finite number of states and derive some upper bounds on the achievable
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information rate in such a network. The derived bounds coincide with the known
cut-set bound in network information theory [11] when the network has just
one state. On the other hand, the bounds trivially hold for the network with
the mentioned practical constraint if modes are considered as states, and the
number of nodes in the network is finite. Later, we will give two applications of
the derived bound which provides a tight upper bound where the cut-set bound
[11] is unable to provide such bounds. In these two specific examples, we show
that the derived bounds are tight enough to characterize the capacity.
Channels with finite number of states have been considered first in the context
of compound channels [25], and the capacity expression for discrete memoryless
channels with different cases of channel state information at the receiver and the
transmitter have been derived. Extension of the results for the AWGN channel
with infinite number of states (fading) can also be found in [13]. In the compound
channel, besides the fact that knowledge of the channel state information may
or may not be available at the sender or receiver, the state is considered to
be varying stochastically. Throughout this paper, we assume that the network
state information is known to all sender and receiver nodes, and in Corollaries
1, 2 we even let the nodes choose the state of the channel in order to optimize
the intended achievable communication rates. As another direct application of
the derived bound, Theorem 1 also provides a tight bound for the capacity of
the compound channel with the known channel state information both at the
transmitter and receiver [Theorem 4.6.1 in [25]].

2

Problem Formulation

We consider a general multi-terminal network of senders and receivers. The network can be considered as a directed graph where each node of the network
represents a potential sender or receiver (or both), and each link represents existence of a (one-way) channel between two nodes. Most radios operate in TDD
mode when the transmitting and receiving frequencies are the same. Thus, they
can either send or receive at a given time or use of the network. We label such
a radio as a cheap radio and the corresponding node of the network as a cheap
node.
In accordance with the term of channel use in a single discrete memoryless
channel we define network use which corresponds to the simultaneous one time
use of each existing nodes of the network either as a sender or receiver. Also in
each network use, set of active links is defined as all links which are departing
from the set of sender nodes. With this definition, the mentioned practical constraint translates to the fact that in each network use there is no active link that
arrives at a sender node.
We define operating mode of the network (or state of the network) as a valid
partitioning of the nodes of the network into two sets of ‘sender nodes’ and
‘receiver nodes’ such that there is no active link that arrives at a sender node. It
is obvious that if the number of nodes in the network is finite then the number
of operating modes of the network of cheap nodes are finite.
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In the following discussion we consider the network with finite states in general, where the network state is known to all nodes at each time and it is predefined. In other words sequence of the network states is a deterministic function
or we can choose it in advance in order to maximize the throughput or optimize
other network characteristics.
Results of this section are easily applicable to the network with cheap nodes
where operating mode of the network is considered as the state of the network.
Thus, although most of the discussion in the rest of paper applies to the network
with cheap nodes, it is not limited to such a network. In other words state of the
network in this section is not necessarily derived from the mentioned practical
constraint.
Assume that there are N nodes and for every node i, X (i) is the transmitted
variable, Y (i) is the received variable , and R(ij) represents the rate in which
node i transmits information to node j. We assume that all intended messages
W (ij) from node i to the node j are independent and uniformly distributed over
(ij)
their respective ranges {1, 2, 3, ..., 2nR }
Considering the network of discrete memoryless channels (DMC) with finite
number of states and following the notation of [25] , the channel transition function or channel probability function (c.p.f.) is defined as: P (y (1) , y (2) , . . . , y (N ) |
x(1) , x(2) , . . . , x(N ) |m) where m is the state of the network. Each network use
corresponds to the use of all present channels one time in a specific state. For
example in the mentioned network with cheap nodes existing channels in each
state is the set of active links or active channels. For every transmitter-receiver
(ij)
node pair (i, j) there is an intended message W (ij) ²{1, 2, 3, ..., 2nR } to be
(i)
transmitted from node i to node j in n network uses. The input symbol Xk
which is the transmitted signal from node i in time k (or k’th channel use) depends on W (ij) ∀j²{1, 2, . . . , N }, and also the past values of the received signal
(i)
(i)
(i)
Y (i) , i.e. Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Yk−1 . Thus, the encoding and decoding functions of block
length n code for node i have the following structure and properties:
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

Encoder: Xk (W (i1) , W (i2) , . . . , W (iN ) , Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Yk−1 ) for any network use k²{1, 2, . . . , N }
(j)

(j)

(j)

c (ij) (Y , Y , . . . , Y , W (j1) , W (j2) , . . . , W (jN ) for all valDecoder: W
1
2
N
ues of j, i²{1, 2, . . . , N } which is estimate of the receiver of node i at node
j based on the received signal of node j for the whole block of transmission (from 1, to n) and its own transmitted information for the other
nodes.
(n)(ij)
c (ij) 6=
The probability of error for each decoder is defined as: Pe
= P r(W
(ij)
W ) which is defined based on the assumption that the messages are independent and uniformly distributed over their respective ranges.
A set of rates {R(ij) } is said to be achievable if there exist an encoding and
(n)(ij)
decoding function with block length n such that Pe
−→ 0 when n −→ ∞
for all j, i²{1, 2, . . . , N }
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Now suppose that state of the network is a deterministic function for every
network use k as mk , mk ²{1, 2, . . . , M }, where M is the number of possible states
assuming finite number of states. For any state m define nm (k) as the number of
states which is equal to m in the first k network uses. Let tm = limk−→0 nm (k)/k
define the portion of the time that network have been used in state m as the
total number of network use goes to infinity.
For any cut-set which partitions set of all the nodes into two disjoint set S, S c
we will drive a bound on the information flow from one side to the other side, i.e
from sender nodes in the set S to the receiver nodes in the set S c As Theorem
1 states the bound is not function of the choices of deterministic function mk
directly rather it depends only on the asymptotic values t1 , t2 , ...tM . In fact this
theorem bounds the achievable rate of the transmission across a cut-set with
the best choice of the deterministic function mk with the fixed asymptotical
properties, i.e. fixed ti , i²{1, 2, . . . , M }
Theorem 1. Consider a general network with finite number of states, M, for
which the sequence mk of the states of the network is fixed and is known to all
nodes. If the information rates {R(ij) } are achievable then there exist some joint
probability distribution p(x(1) , x(2) , . . . , x(N ) |m) such that
X
i²S,j²S (c)

R

(ij)

≤

M
X

c

c

S
S
S
tm I(X(m)
, Y(m)
|X(m)
)

(1)

m=1

for all S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N }
Proof See appendix I.
Theorem 1 provides a bound on the information flow across any cut-set of the
network when the sequence of channel states is a known deterministic function.
Thus, considering all possible sequence of Network states the bound across each
cut-set would be the supremum of the achievable bounds in Theorem 1 for all
choices of deterministic function mk . Specifically we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Consider a general network with finite states, M, for which the
sequence mk of the states of the network is known to all nodes. Maximum achievable information rates {R(ij) } across the cut-set S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N } for the proper
choice of network state sequence mk is bounded by:
X
i²S,j²S (c)

R(ij) ≤ sup
tm

M
X
m=1

c

c

c

c

S
S
S
S
S
S
tm I(X(m)
, Y(m)
|X(m)
) = sup I(X(m)
, Y(m)
|X(m)
) (2)
m

for some joint probability distribution p(x(1) , x(2) , . . . , x(N ) |m) where
1.

PM

i=1 tm

=
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Thus, in order to maximize the sum rate of the information transfer across
a cut-set the above result suggests using the network in a fixed state m which
S
Sc
Sc
allows for the maximum mutual information I(X(m)
, Y(m)
|X(m)
).
We can also consider an upper bound for the achievable rate of the information flow between two disjoint subsets of the nodes {S1 , S2 }. This upper bound
proves useful when we just try to maximize the rate of information transfer from
a given subset of the nodes to the other disjoint subset of the nodes without
any interest in other communications in the network. For example this situation happens in the relay problem when a sender node (or set of sender nodes)
transmits information to a destination node (or set of destination nodes) by the
help of some intermediate relay node (or relay nodes). In this case, the aim is to
maximize the rate from sender to destination.
A simple observation suggest that the sum of information rates from the set
S1 to the set S2 is bounded by the sum of the rates across all the cut-set S such
that S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N }, S ∩ S1 = S1 , S ∩ S2 = φ which is given by corollary 1.
Thus, we have:
X
S
Sc
Sc
R(ij) ≤ min sup I(X(m)
, Y(m)
|X(m)
)
(3)
S

i²S1 ,j²S2

m

for some joint probability distribution p(x(1) , x(2) , . . . , x(N ) |m).
We can further elaborate result of theorem 1 directly to find better upper
bound for the achievable rate of the information flow between to disjoint subsets
of the nodes {S1 , S2 }.
Theorem 2. Consider a general network with finite states, M, for which the
sequence mk of the states of the network is fixed and known to all nodes. If the
information rates {R(ij) } are achievable then there exist some joint probability
distribution p(x(1) , x(2) , . . . , x(N ) |m) such that sum rate of information transfer
from a node set S1 to a disjoint node set S2 , S1 , S2 ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N }, is bounded
by:
X
i²S1 ,j²S2

R(ij) ≤ min
S

M
X

c

c

S
S
S
tm I(X(m)
, Y(m)
|X(m)
)

(4)

m=1

when the minimization is taken over all set S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N } subject to S ∩S1 =
S1 , S ∩ S2 = φ.
Proof Direct application of the Theorem 1 and considering the fact that the
sequence of channel state is fixed results in the mentioned bound.¥
Again, considering all possible sequence of channel states, the bound of the
achievable rate of information transfer from a node set S1 to a disjoint node
set S2 , S1 , S2 ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N }, is bounded by the supremum of the achievable
bounds in theorem 2 for all choices of deterministic function mk .
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Corollary 2. Consider a general network with finite states, M, for which the
sequence mk of the states of the network is known to all nodes. Maximum achievable information rates {R(ij) } from a node set S1 to a disjoint node set S2 ,
S1 , S2 ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N } for the proper choice of network state sequence mk is
bounded by:
X
i²S1 ,j²S2

R(ij) ≤ sup min
tm

S

M
X

c

c

S
S
S
tm I(X(m)
, Y(m)
|X(m)
)

(5)

m=1

for some joint probability distribution p(x(1) , x(2) , . . . , x(N ) |m) when the minimization is taken over all set S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N } subject to S ∩S1 = S1 , S ∩S2 = φ
PM
and the supremum is over all the non-negative tm subject to i=1 tm = 1.
In the next section we will consider some specific examples of the networks
and application of this bound on the achievable rates of communication in such
networks.

3

Application of the New Bounds

Theorem 1 provides general bounds on the achievable information rates across
any cut-set in the network and these bounds are not necessarily tight. For example, for the networks with just one state of operation, it coincides with the
known cut-set bounds [11] which provide tight enough bounds to find the capacity region or capacity rate in some cases like discrete memoryless multiple access
channel, degraded discrete memoryless relay channel, or arbitrary discrete memoryless relay channel with feedback [10]. On the other hand, the cut-set bounds
[11] for even some other simple examples, such as general (non-degraded) broadcast channel do not provide a tight bound and thus the capacity region is not
yet known.
Although having more than one state of operation in the network seems to
increase degrees of freedom and thus the achievable rates in the network, but it is
not always true. For example in the problem of communication in a network with
cheap nodes, having more than one state is a result of imposing the condition
that each node cannot transmit and receive at the same time. It is somehow
trivial that posing this condition will not increase any sets of achievable rates in
the network in comparison to the same network without this constraint (which
has obviously just one state of operation but all of the links or channels between
the nodes can be used at the same time).
In this section, we will give applications of derived bounds in the previous
section in cascaded channels (multi-hop network) and relay channel with cheap
nodes. In both of the examples, achievable rate of information transmission is
considerably lower than the rate of the same network topology without the
mentioned practical constraint. Thus, the known cut-set theorem of network
information theory is unable to provide tight enough bounds. On the other hand,
the derived bounds in this paper prove to be most effective in these cases and they
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capture the effect of the introduced practical constraint on the network nodes
to the extent that we can actually drive the capacity in both of the examples.
3.1

Cascaded Channels (Multi-hop Network)

Consider L discrete memoryless channel in cascade, Figure 1, and index each
channel from left to right as i = 1, 2, . . . , L, and each node from left to right as
0, 1, 2, . . . , L in which we are interested in transmitting information from node
0 to node L. Thus node i receives Yi which is the output of the channel i and

R1
0

Ri

R2
1

RL

Ri+1

2

i
Ci

i+1

L

Ci+1

Fig. 1. Cascaded Discrete Memoryless Channels

transmit its information, Xi+1 via channel i + 1 which is the input to this channel. Since we have assumed that channels are cascaded and there are no other
connection between the nodes other than stated, the channel output Yi just depends on the input Xi but no other transmitted signals. For each channel i,
i²{1, 2, . . . , L} define capacity of each individual link as Ri := max I(Xi , Yi )
where maximization is taken over all possible distributions of Xi .
It has been known that the capacity of such cascaded system without the
mentioned practical limitation on transmission and reception at the same time is
the minimum of the individual rates of the channels C1 = min{R1 , R2 , . . . , , RL }.
Since each channel can transmit information at least with the rate of C1 without
any restriction on receiving data from previous node, achievablity of this minimum rate is immediate. Also, the known cut-set bound of network information
theory states that no higher rate is achievable.
On the other hand, imposing the mentioned practical limitation will decrease
the achievable rate in this cascaded channel and the mentioned known cut-set
bound is no longer tight. In this case, by using the results of Corollary 2 we have:
R , R(0L) ≤ sup min{(
tm

i

M
X

tm ∗ δim ) Ri }

(6)

m=1

when the minimization is taken over i, i²{1, 2, . . . , L} and the supremum is over
PM
all the non-negative tm subject to i=1 tm = 1. In the above expression δim = 1
iff link i is used in state m of the network, otherwise δim = 0.
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It is also possible to prove that the above bound is actually achievable. The
proof is based on the fact that for any given sets of {t1 , t2 , . . . , , tM } associated
PM
PM
with the states 1, 2, . . . , M satisfying i=1 tm = 1, the rate of mini {( m=1 tm ∗
δim ) Ri } is achievable with arbitrarily small probability of error [16]. Thus, the
PM
above rate suptm mini {( m=1 tm ∗ δim ) Ri } is the capacity of the network of
the cascaded channels with cheap nodes.
Furthermore, we have proved that the above expression can be simplified to
the following form:
R = R∗ := min{

R1 R2
R2 R3
RL−1 RL
,
,...,
}
R1 + R2 R2 + R3
RL−1 + RL

(7)

For each i²{1, 2, . . . , L
Ã − 1}, consider two cut-set Ci , Ci+1 . since for each i, m
Ri+1
we have δim ∗ δ(i+1)m = 0 it can easily be verified that R ≤ RRi i+R
and thus
i+1
R ≤ R∗ . On the other hand it is possible to show that states 1, 2, . . . , M and
their associated set of {t1 , t2 , . . . , , tM } exist such that the rate R∗ is achievable,
and thus R = R∗ [16].
3.2

Relay Channel

Consider discrete memoryless relay channel of Figure 2, in which source node
S is willing to transmit information to the destination node D by using direct
link between the node pair (S, D) as well as help of another relay node R (if it
improves the achievable rate of transmission) by using link pairs (S, R) and (R,
D). Furthermore assume that relay node R is a cheap node and thus it cannot
transmit and receive at the same time.

S

D
Y

X1
Y1
C1

X2

C2

R
Fig. 2. Discrete Memoryless Relay Channel

With this assumption there are two possible states of operation in the network. In the state m1 relay node R acts as a receiver and thus channel probability
function is given by: p(y, y1 |x1 |m1 ), while in the state m2 relay node functions
as a transmitter and the channel probability function is given by:p(y|x1 , x2 |m2 ).
From Corollary 2, an upper bound for the information transfer rate R from
source node S to the destination node D would be:
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R≤

sup min{t I(X1 ; Y, Y1 |m1 ) + (1 − t) I(X1 ; Y |X2 , m2 ),

t, 0≤t≤1

t I(X1 ; Y |m1 ) + (1 − t) I(X1 , X2 ; Y |m2 )}

(8)

For every t, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, it is possible to show that the rate R∗ is achievable
where R∗ is given by:
R∗ , min{t I(X1 ; Y1 |m1 ) + (1 − t) I(X1 ; Y |X2 , m2 ),
t I(X1 ; Y |m1 ) + (1 − t) I(X1 , X2 ; Y |m2 )}

(9)

Thus, if in the state m1 the received signal y at the destination node D is
degraded form of the received signal y1 at the relay node then the the bound
of (8) would coincide with this achievable rate for some value of t. Hence, the
bound derived in Corollary 2 provides the converse for the capacity theorem of
degraded cheap relay channel, and the capacity is given by C = R∗ defined in
(9).

4

Concluding remarks

Theorems 1, 2, (and Corollary 1, 2) establish general bounds on the achievable
information rates in the network with finite number of states. While these bounds
are not necessarily tight in general, they provide tight enough bounds for the
network of cascaded channels with cheap nodes and also cheap relay network
which results in derivation of the capacity in these cases. The derived Bounds
coincide with the known cut-set Bounds [11] of network information theory if
the network has just one state. In addition, Theorem 1 provides a tight bound
for the capacity of the compound channel (which is a multiple state channel)
with the known channel state information both at the transmitter and receiver
[Theorem 4.6.1 in [25]].
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Appendix I: Proof of Theorem 1
Let T = {(i, j) : i²S, j²S c } be the set of all links that cross from node set S
to the node set S c and T c be all the other links in the network. Based on the
definition of W (ij) such that they are independent and uniformly distributed
over their range and also following the definitions and conditions of Section 2,
we have:
X

R(ij)

i²S,j²S (c)

=

X

H(W (ij) )

(10)

i²S,j²S (c)

= H(W T )
c
= H(W T |W T )
(S c )

= I(W T , Y1

(11)
(12)
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, Y2
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, . . . , YN

c

|W (T ) )
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+H(W T |Y1
≤ I(W
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I(W T , Yk

|Y1
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(13)
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where
(10) follows from the assumption that W (ij) ’s are distributed uniformly over
(ij)
their respective ranges {1, 2, 3, ..., 2nR },
(11) follows from the assumption that W (ij) ’s are independent and also definition W (T ) = {W (ij) : i²S, j²S c },
c
(12) follows from the independence of W (T ) , W (T ) ,
(13) follows from the definition of the mutual information,
(14) follows from the Fano’s inequality, because message W (T ) can be decoded
c
from Y (S) and W (T ) . (Since we have assumed that the set of rates {R(ij) } are
achievable; and also note that ²n −→ 0 as n −→ ∞),
(15) follows from the chain rule,
(16) follows from the definition of the mutual information,
(17) follows from the fact that first term has been changed due to the definition
(S c )
of Xk
which is function of the past received symbols Y (S c ) and the message
c
(T )
W
. Also the second term has not been increased since conditioning can only
reduce the entropy,
(S c )
(18) follows from the fact that Yk
only depends on the current input symbols
(S c )
(S)
(S c )
Xk , Xk . (Note that although Yk
depends on the state mk but it is deterministic and predefined before transmission for all the nodes),
(19) follows from the definition of the mutual information,
(20) follows from introducing time sharing random variables Q1 , Q2 , . . . , QM for
each state of the network, where each state m, Qm is uniformly distributed over
all values of the time index k, k²{1, 2, 3, ..., N }, for which mk = m,
(21) follows from rearranging the summation and using definition of the average
mutual information,
(22) follows from the definition of the mutual information,
(23) follows from the fact that conditioning cannot increase the entropy for the
(S c )
first term and the fact that second term has not been changed since YQm only
(S c )

(S)

depends on the current input symbols XQm , XQm and conditionally is independent of Qm ,
(24) follows from the definition of the mutual information.
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Thus, by dividing both sides of inequality (24) by n and finding the limit as
n −→ ∞ we have:
X
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M
X
nm (n)
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n
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(25)

and as n −→ ∞ we have:
X

R(ij) ≤
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and it completes the proof.¥
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